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Nick Williams Joins SVNCA
Commercial Real Estate Team

SVN Commercial Advisors (Salem, OR), is pleased to announce
the addition of Nick Williams to their commercial real estate team.
Williams joins Curt Arthur, SIOR & Managing Director, Barb
Arthur, George Grabenhorst, Mike Fulgaro, Heather Miller and
Tom Hendrie as an Advisor within its Salem operations.
“Nick brings a wealth of knowledge of our market, and a resume
that exemplifies a high level of service to Salem and the surrounding
area. We are excited about his future, and the expanding footprint
of SVNCA in the Mid-Valley” said Arthur.
Williams served on staff of the Salem Area Chamber of Commerce
since 2012, departing as CEO in December of 2018. Prior to this,
his career had a focus within the local finance/insurance sector.
“This team and this market made this an easy decision for my
family and I. Salem is an excellent destination for families and
businesses, and I’m eager to serve at a high level as our region
continues to strengthen economically”, said Williams.
For more information on SVN Commercial Advisors, LLC or Nick
Williams (nick.williams@svn.com), visit www.SVNCA.com or call
503.400.7851

NEWSROOM: 503-365-9544

Concept Renderings Show The Future of This Historic Property

February: Construction work is in full swing on the
120 Commercial St. Building (formerly the Spaghetti
Warehouse). The excellent team at Duncan Construction
is currently working on interior foundation upgrades and
a spacious outdoor patio area. Stay tuned for more news
throughout the year.
Outside patio excavation: The patio will feature outdoor
tables and seating, a firepit, covered roof and landscaping.
The area will be ideal for warm days spent outside.
See HISTORIC REMODEL, Page 4
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New range and hot water heater.
Has been rental for long time. Fully
fenced large back yard. Single level
3 bedroom 1 bath. Garage is 2 car
but has a wall that was built in and
could be removed. House is in good
condition. Fireplace in living room.
Do not bother Tenants. $240,000
(743095) Don Meyer, RE/MAX
Integrity, 503-999-2381

COMPLETE REMODEL!

Open floor plan on one level, plus
14x17 loft in one master suite. 4
bdrms (2 are master suites), 3 full
baths, 2541 sq. ft home on lg. .22
acre lot in South Salem. New: roof,
fiber cement siding, flooring, kitchen
appliances, cabinets, counters,
windows, furnace, heat pump, and
more. $459,500 (741414) Don
Meyer, RE/MAX Integrity, 503-9992381

This great home has it all. Open floor plan with beautiful floors lead to great room with
gas fireplace, dining area and bar in kitchen. Master suite boasts two walk in closets.
Bedrooms are separated by full bath and away from master. Fenced yard with UGS
and A/C. Trevor Elliott – 503-602-1039

BEAUTIFUL SOUTH SALEM HOME!

Master on the main in this 4 bdrm, 2 bath, 2,329 sq. ft home
on .20 acre lot. Many amenities. Granite with cooktop island
in kitchen. Vaulted master with jetted tub. Large laundry with
lots of storage. Covered RV parking with gray water dump.
Gas BBQ on back deck! Reduced to $385,000 (736075) Don
Meyer, RE/MAX Integrity, 503-999-2381

Watch the sunset from your deck when you build your dream home on this hard to
find South East Salem Lot. This lot is perfect for a daylight basement home. Bring your
builder or we have one to help you build! Buyer to due diligence on building. "Seller
can provide initial guidance for a limited time on the selection of design, engineering
and permitting process." If you purchase both Lots MLS#737998 & 737999 price is
$110,000. Roger Elliott – 503-569-5003
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What Can We Expect This Year in Commercial Real Estate?
In the years since the
Great
Recession,
the
commercial real estate
industry has improved
considerably.
However,
given the fluctuating nature
of the economy, how long
ALEX RHOTEN will this trend last? In
addition, what trends can
PRINCIPAL
commercial real estate
BROKER,
COLDWELL
professionals in Salem
BANKER
watch out for in 2019?
COMMERCIAL
Throughout 2018, the
MOUNTAIN
United
States performed
WEST
well
economically.
The
REAL ESTATE
federal
government
reported an impressive 4.2 percent growth
in gross domestic product during the second
quarter of 2018 and unemployment fell under
4 percent. The University of Michigan also
reported that consumer confidence has reached
a 10-year high and increased by 2.5 percent
from 2017. As previously stated, economies
tend to experience cycles. Even if the economy

March 1: Greeters Networking
Hosted By: 10D Tech

seems good now, this trend will not last forever.
If commercial real estate buyers start to
become more price sensitive, the market may
be in trouble. In good market conditions,
buyers have more money to spend and want
to invest quickly. Buyers may forgo long term
negotiations in favor of buying property as soon
as possible. Buyers now act like “tire kickers” in
a used car lot. A lack of confidence leads to a
demand for lower prices and better deals.
Currently, the market has yet to see a
significant turn. Buyers still have easy access
to commercial real estate financing. In fact,
the Federal Reserve reports that banks in the
United States gave out $4.4 trillion in real
estate loans in December 2018 alone. However,
recent stock market volatility and concerns of
stock overvaluation suggest that economic
change may be coming.
Real estate principles can easily forget about
the market cycle. Good markets do not stay
good forever. History shows us that when
buyers’ passions diminish, market activity
diminishes as well.
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March 7: Public Policy: Bond
update
March 8: Greeters Networking
Hosted By: Blanchet Catholic
School
March 8: 69th Annual First Citizen
Award
March 11: Forum Speaker Series
2018-2019 - March
March 15: Greeters Networking
Hosted By: Western Christian
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March 19: Chamber Business
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Historically speaking, the economy rises and
falls every five to seven years. We are at or near
the top of the real estate cycle’s upswing. Now
is a good time to sell your property. But then
again, if you're someone who plans to hold
on to your property through any economic
downturn, then now would be the time to stand
pat.
It’s also the time to have good tenants in place.
No one can say for sure when the economic

downturn will come, but it's likely that we will
see an even greater transition within our local
real estate market by the end of the year.
In the valley we’re hearing from more and
more owners looking to list their properties
and to seek new spaces to work and invest.
Overall, we’re optimistic.
Alex Rhoten is a principal broker at Coldwell
Banker Commercial Mountain West Real
Estate. www.CBCRE.com, (503) 587-4777
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Historic Remodel

Foundation work: The foundation is being
reinforced to ensure the structural integrity of the
historic building.

Kitchen walls removed: In the right corner of the
picture, notice the removal of the old kitchen area
to maximize the floor space.
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The Next Generation of LOVE...

Signature Healthcare at Home, Avamere
Court at Keizer and The Arbor at Avamere
Court decided to make a difference with the
Seniors in the Keizer community.
They contacted a 5th Grade Teacher,
Jeanne Williams, at Keizer Elementary
with an idea. They asked her if she would
be interested in being part of a Val-O-Gram
exchange between some of their students
at Keizer Elementary and the residents of
Avamere and Signatures home bound, and
Hospice patients.
“I was immediately interested” said
Williams “What I thought would be a few
classrooms participating exchanging with
approximately 50-100 residents bloomed
into 400 students blessing 400 residents
and patients” This allowed the students of
Keizer Elementary the opportunity to give of
themselves, and hopefully gain insight into
the lives of our valuable older generation
who are full of love and share experiences
from which we can all glean. This also gives
our young generation an opportunity to
demonstrate that same love and attention
towards our often-overlooked senior
community. “My hope” said Williams “is that
this door is now open for Keizer Elementary
students to be a part of the Keizer senior

community so that we can be a blessing to
them and that in return, we can be blessed
ourselves.”
Jeanne Williams also has a special interest
in fostering this amazing project within the
Keizer community. Both her parents reside
at Avamere. When visiting with them, she
has had several opportunities to sit with
many of their residents and saw first-hand
how precious they are.
Dawn Hull, one of the organizers of this
event, concluded “I believe our residents will
experience so much joy when they receive
these Valentine cards. We are hoping they
will be reminded of happy traditions from
childhood. It’s all about enriching the lives of
those we serve’.
I caught up with Jeanne after the event to
find out how it went with the students. “The
kids were so very excited before, during, and
after the trip to Avamere” she replied “I was
so very blessed just watching the interactions
between the kids and their new friends!
This is EXACTLY what I was hoping for.”
She smiled and then continued “When we
arrived back at Keizer Elementary, some of
the kids were already planning out their next
visit. I’m excited to see how we can foster this
new relationship with our seniors”
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Isaac’s Room – A Quiet Giant Serving Salem Youth
Mark Bulgin was born and raised in Salem
and graduated from South Salem High
School in 1987. Tiffany Puckett graduated
from Bonita Vista High School in San Diego,
California in 1988.
They met at Point Loma Nazarene College
in the fall of 1988. Tiffany earned her
bachelor’s degree in Exercise Physiology in
1992, and Mark followed with his degree in
Literature. Then Mark convinced Tiffany to
move to Oregon, and they got married in
1993.
Back in Salem, Tiffany and Mark both
went to work for Gold’s Gym downtown, but
within a year Mark went to teach English
and coach basketball for Regis High School
in Stayton. Tiffany was very successful at
Gold’s over eight years as a personal trainer
and nutrition consultant.

community and worthy of our love and
investment, we extend the family life that
would have engulfed Isaac to young people
who could use some room in a place like that.
In 2004, Isaac’s Room created the IKE
Box Coffee Shop in an old funeral home, and
we’ve grown into a multi-faceted community
center, keen to the sweet irony of so much
life in a former mortuary. The IKE Box
challenges divested youth to get invested and
be the hero of their story. We train, mentor,
and employ them in an apprenticeship
program that restores dignity and selfrespect through belonging to a team, gaining
skills, and working hard.
Now Isaac’s Downtown is a brand
new second coffee shop specializing in
craftsmanship of the fare that so reliably
brings us together – coffee, dessert, wine...

Our hearts were captured by young people early on.
Interactions while teaching, coaching, and especially foster
parenting showed us how often young people feel invisible
in a world that doesn’t seem to have room for them.

It was during this stage that several
experiences became the foundation of the
Bulgins’ life since. First, both were in careers
that involved coaching and counseling
people to improve their performance, their
health, and their lives. Second, Tiffany’s
work at Gold’s gave her an affinity for life and
work downtown. She met many shop and
restaurant owners and formed friendships
that remain strong to this day. Most pivotal
of all, Mark and Tiffany began taking teenage
foster kids into their home.
Isaac’s Room
It has always been about making room.
Our hearts were captured by young people
early on. Interactions while teaching,
coaching, and especially foster parenting
showed us how often young people feel
invisible in a world that doesn’t seem to have
room for them.
Then we had our first son, Isaac. Anything
but invisible, we couldn’t take our eyes
off him. But Isaac was born with a heart
problem, and after only two months, his
room was left empty.
So through the non-profit Isaac’s Room,
founded on the belief that all kids are
“our kids” – critical to the health of our

and room. Our vision is plenty of room for
youth in the heart of our community and
those youth becoming artisans and hosts,
heroes of community life.
We are currently engaged in a $1.4 million
campaign to expand the Jobs Component
and the Home Component of Isaac's Room
programming. The campaign, a first for
Isaac’s Room, funded construction and startup costs for the second coffee shop at Isaac's,
and is funding the purchase and renovation
of a large home where we can provide stable
housing and healthy structure to more young
people in our programs. Upon completion,
the campaign with allow us to offer 25 more
jobs and 10 more beds to divested young
people.
Isaac’s Room and all of our programs are
funded by coffee shop revenue at IKE Box
and Isaac’s, and through generous private
grants and donations from our community.
To learn more about how to be involved with
Isaac’s Room, please visit www.ikebox.com
or email Mark at mark@ikebox.com.
Mark and Tiffany have two more boys:
Zac, a freshman at Point Loma Nazarene
University, and Andrew, a sophomore at
West Salem High School.
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69th First Citizen Awards Banquet Nominees
(SALEM, Ore.) — Since 1950, the Salem
Area Chamber of Commerce has honored
the individuals who exemplify servant leadership in the community at the First Citizen
Awards Banquet. The Banquet recognizes
individuals in the categories of Outstanding
Young Professional, Distinguished Service
Award and First Citizen.

VanNatta Public Relations and Elizabeth
Rhoades, president of C&R Remodeling.
The Outstanding Young Professional was
awarded to A.J. Klausen of Vagabond Brewing. Nominees and winners are not always
Chamber members, making the award representative of Salem.
Join us as we honor all award winners at

Nominees are premier examples of servant leadership.
Nominated for First Citizen is Ken Jundt,
Regional Manager at Columbia Bank, and a
former Salem Area Chamber of Commerce
Board President and community leader. The
First Citizen is considered one of Salem’s
most prestigious awards, and the individuals who have received it form an honor roll of
the city’s most prominent leaders.
“Ken has dedicated his personal and professional life to making Salem a better place
to live,” said Tom Hoffert, Chief Executive
Officer of the Salem Area Chamber of Commerce. “It is an honor to know and work with
him. Salem would not be the city it is today
without Ken’s dedication and leadership.”
Along with Jundt, the Salem Area Chamber announced Distinguished Service Award
winners Mary Louise VanNatta, CEO at

the 69th Annual First Citizen Awards Banquet, presented by Pioneer Trust Bank and
Nest Self Storage, a Mountain West Investment Corporation company on Friday,
March 8, 2019 at the Salem Convention Center. Tickets are available at salemchamber.
org/firstcitizen.
The Salem Area Chamber of Commerce is
a privately-funded 501(c)(6) not-for-profit
membership organization that advocates for
business, community and economic prosperity. Led by a volunteer board of directors, the
Salem Chamber is dedicated to sustaining Salem’s quality of life, and keeping the community
and economy vibrant. To learn more about the
Salem Area Chamber of Commerce, please visit
salemchamber.org.
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Oregon's Natural Resource: a Local Solution to a National Crisis
A national crisis in employability looms
as Artificial Intelligence replaces humans
not adept in science, technology, math, and
engineering (STEM) as well as in humanities,
arts, and soft skills, such as compassion and
empathy. A solution to this crisis lies in a
nationally underserved minority group that
easily can develop the attributes to compete
and to work with Artificial Intelligence in the
global economy. Between 5 and 7 percent
of our national population comprises gifted
learners, known in Oregon as "Talented and
Gifted" (TAG).
"They are the future leaders of this country,
and their talents will enable us to compete in
a global economy.”
Asynchrony is the term used to describe the
mismatch between cognitive/intellectual,
emotional, and physical development in
gifted individuals. Gifted learners often have
significant variations within themselves and
develop unevenly across skill levels. A gifted
child may be excellent in math, but poor in
reading, or vice versa. Often, intellectual
skills are quite advanced, but fine motor
or social skills lag. Some professionals
believe asynchronous development, rather
than potential or ability, is the defining
characteristic of giftedness.
In giftedness asynchronous development
in cognitive/intellectual abilities and
heightened emotional intensity combine to
create inner experiences and awareness that
are qualitatively different from the norm.
This asynchrony increases with higher
intellectual capacity.
Karen Toombs, a Salem native, is the
mother of two gifted children and the
Founder of Silverleaf School. When her elder
son began exhibiting traits common to gifted
learners, Toombs looked for a school for him
in the Mid-Willamette Valley. She found
neither a public nor private elementary
school that serves gifted learners. Toombs
discovered Oregon's low graduation rate and
high drop-out rate and compiled the index
below:
7: Percentage of Oregon students who
are gifted and talented
11: Percentage of science/engineering
bachelor's degrees of all degrees earned
in the U.S.
23: Percentage science/engineering
bachelor's degrees of all degrees earned
in other industrialized nations
25: Ranking of the U.S. in math of
among 27 industrialized nations
25: Percentage of U.S. gifted learners
receiving educational support
49: Ranking of Oregon in U.S. high
school graduation rates
50: Percentage science/engineering
bachelor's degrees of all degrees earned
in China
50: Percentage of the year's curriculum
gifted
students
know/understand
before the year begins
81: Percentage of U.S. educators who
believe gifted students need special
attention

88: Percentage of Oregon students with
passing grades who drop out of high
school due to boredom
$500,000: Budget for TAG (talented
and gifted) education in Salem-Keizer
$40,000,000: Budget for special
education in Salem-Keizer
Giftedness cuts across cultural, social,
economic, ethnic, racial, and gender
boundaries. While gifted children comprise
5-7 percent of the total U.S. student
population, 75 percent of these young people
receive few or no services in the United
States.
Toombs's son exhibited the following traits
typical of gifted learners:
• eye contact with his mother
immediately after birth;
• rapid acquisition of vocabulary;
• excellent memory;
• unusual ability to put words together;
wide range of interests;
• ability to read before entering school;
• rapid acquisition of skills and concepts;
• vivid imagination;
• highly developed sense of justice;
• compassion toward others;
• sensitivity and intuitiveness;
• judgement mature beyond his years;
• well-developed sense of humor;
• long attention span and ability to
persist at a difficult task;
• questioning of conventional wisdom
and authority;
• and the ability to ask insightful
questions seemingly beyond his years
Toombs noticed her son's intense yearning
for activities and projects that enabled
him to extend and apply his learning. He
advanced in reading so quickly that by
age five, he read and discussed books on
a sixth-grade level and longed for more.
After visiting every public, parochial, and
independent elementary school in midWillamette Valley, including those claiming
to offer "personalized", "individualized",
and "customized learning in a nurturing
environment", Toombs realized no local
school, public or private, adequately provides
gifted learners the combination of STEM and
arts education and peers in the small-group
setting they need for intellectual, social, and
emotional growth.
Gifted children differ from others in
abstract reasoning, emotional sensitivity,
and intensity. Giftedness impacts how
children perceive and interact with the world.
According to the Gifted Development Center,
gifted children require early identification,
intervention, and accommodations to assure
healthy development. Their unique qualities
create qualitatively different life experiences,
often that of being outsiders, which can
make children vulnerable.
"The uniqueness of the gifted renders
them particularly vulnerable and requires
modifications in parenting, teaching and
counseling in order for them to develop
optimally.”
Few public schools in the U.S. serve this

minority population of students who excel,
at least at first, in the classroom. Although in
all 50 states gifted students know up to 50
percent of the year’s curriculum before the
school year begins, most schools do not meet
their needs. The most passionate learners in
the class receive no differentiated instruction
or activities to pique their interest.
Overloaded teachers avoid the exasperating
task of differentiating curriculum while
attempting to balance disruptions and the
need of the majority for repetition. Naturally
compassionate,
gifted
learners
may
underachieve or fail to complete assignments
to gain acceptance or to make others feel
better about themselves. They daydream,
cause distractions to others, or wander the
corridors reading older students' work. They
grow bored. Eventually, they may drop out.
“The dropout rate of gifted and talented
students from high school constitutes the
loss of a national resource that must be
addressed. Unless we...[save] these children,
we will continue to lose them and whatever
unique benefits their existence might provide
for the human species of which they are an
essential part.”
Toombs established Silverleaf School to
provide gifted learners with intellectual
and artistic challenges, support for social
and emotional growth, and a peer group
with whom they feel at home. She hired
experienced, well-reputed teachers from
public and private education. The teachers

are delighted for the opportunity to soar with
their students.
The banner on Silverleaf School's website
reads: "At Silverleaf School, we understand
the unique needs of gifted learners and
support their intellectual, social, physical,
and emotional growth. Gifted learners excel
in an environment with other children who
learn and think as they do and teachers
who understand their particular needs.
Being given a place to belong can provide
the strong sense of identity and confidence
that gifted children don’t find in a traditional
school setting, and that is required for them
to thrive socially."
We can solve this crisis by locally attending
to our natural resources...
DONATIONS
Donations support equipment and
supplies for art, science, and projectbased learning; instruction for special
programs (art, music, robotics, and
physical education, etc.); and allows
us to keep tuition low enough for lowincome families of highly gifted children
to access our services. Unless donors
prefer to remain anonymous, Silverleaf
School recognizes donors on the website
and in other school media.
…because nurturing the success of gifted
learners can change the world.
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Youth Voice Honored Through Polk County
Youth Mini Grants Program
Polk County’s Family and Community
Outreach department (FCO), conducted the
Youth Activities Interest Survey , of nearly
2000 middle and high school youth asking
them what activities they are interested in.
The top activities ranged from sports activities, leadership mentor activates, clubs, and
even employment. To honor the youth voice
expressed in the survey, Polk County’s Family
& Community Outreach department in partnership with the Nyman Foundation created
the Youth Mini Grant opportunity. This grant
opportunity helped partners in the community apply for up to $1,000 to create programs
based on the survey data. Ultimately, 33 applications were submitted from across Polk
County.
Of the applications, seven were selected for
funding. These applications included:
1. The Gate Youth Association will be adding Archery (the top rated activity overall) and
guitar lessons (top rated in music category activity) to their existing youth programming.
2. Robert Garcia of West Salem is launching
a soccer program, GRASSP for elementary
and high school students. This program will
allow High School students to mentor younger students throughout the program (mentorship was a top-rated activity on the survey).
3. Dallas Church is starting a six-string guitar program (top rated in music category).
This program would allow community youth

to participate in free guitar lessons.
4. LaCreole Middle School is adding art therapy group classes. This concept came from a
student who noticed a need in her school, and
an instructor responded to that need.
5. Morrison High School in Dallas has proposed a self-defense course (one of the top
rated activities on the survey).
6. Musical Independence shop is opening
in February, and will offer free music lessons
multiple days per week from a talented musician, and an internship opportunity for a
high school student in their storefront retail
section.
7. Praise Assembly church in Monmouth is
holding a family movie night open to all community members (a highly rated activity on
the survey).
All of these great programs highlight the
commitment to youth in our communities.
Joyce Wahl, a representative from the Gate
Youth Association says, “ For our youth this
was a great learning experience. They wrote
the grant using peer input and actual data.
Because of being a Youth Mini Grant recipient, they are now excited about taking leadership of a new youth archery program and an
expanded guitar class.” This program is an
important opportunity for the youth of Polk
County to become more connected to their
communities through activities that they are
excited about!
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Elder Abuse and Exploitation

Financial exploitation
of seniors is quickly
becoming an alarming
epidemic. There is a
legal definition of elder
financial abuse, defined in
the Older Americans Act
of 2006, and it suffices to
RAY SAGNER
say that it simply means
FINANCIAL
taking
advantage
of
COLUMNIST seniors for financial gain.
In this article, we will look
at some of the statistics associated with the
abuse, what to look for, how to better protect
one's self, and who to call for help.
Ripping off vulnerable people is a big
business. An estimated $36 billion plus is
stolen every year by scammers, targeting
everyone from those suffering cognitive
decline to those that are still mentally sharp.
It’s a big market indeed with some 10,000
Americans turning 65 each day. The number
of seniors in the U.S. who have experienced

Financial fraud: Including predatory
lenders soliciting unnecessary loans;
pyramid schemes and other "get rich quick"
schemes; and of course, identity theft.
Probably one of the most egregious are
those closest to the victim, such as caretakers,
friends and family members. Those with
power of attorney and who have access to
bank cards and checks may make threats of
violence or withhold care for payment.
The effects of financial abuse can take
an emotional toll on the victims, as well
as financial. There can be a loss of trust,
depression, fear, and anger.
There are a few ways to be less susceptible
to financial abuse. One is to remain socially
active -- isolation is a scammers best tool.
Avoid joint bank accounts with a family
member. It may seem like a convenience,
but it is an easy way in for the unscrupulous.
Don't sign over the family home if moving
into a care facility -- get a professional to
help you sell it. Seniors need estate planning

Ripping off vulnerable people is a big business.
some form of financial abuse is estimated to
be as high as 37 percent.
According to Kiplinger, the growth of selfdirected accounts leaves money- managing
retirees more vulnerable. I can attest to this
when answering inquiries from some of my
older clients that ask me about some online
investment that sounds too good to be true.
These online solutions to the "coming melt
down" are sophisticated and take some
research to get to the bottom of.
As with most uncomfortable events, we
hope it won’t happen to us; however, if
the 37% statistic is correct, that is about
1 in 3 people. Either you have or had four
grandparents in your lifetime, which means
that the problem is closer to home than you
think.
The immense number of financial abuse
victims is frightening, but what may be even
worse is that the abuse is often carried out
by someone close to the victim. Up to twothirds of financial crimes against the elderly
are carried out by family, friends or other
trusted individuals.
There are dozens of ways in which elder
financial abuse is carried out. Here are some
of the more common ways this type of abuse
is perpetrated.
Impersonators: Claiming to be associated
with prize or lottery commission; home
repair drive by free estimates and discounted
work; calls from authorities that a fine
needs to be paid or a family member needs
bail money; charities following a natural
disaster; and email phishing asking you to
update an account or to verify their personal
information.

documents in place prior to cognitive decline.
It is best to plan early than be sorry later.
While there are several ways in which
seniors can protect themselves, legislators
have been working on the problem, as well.
Congress passed the bipartisan Senior Safe
Act last year, which among other things,
gives financial advisors more ability to alert
authorities and protects those financial
advisors from liability and violations of
privacy laws when they report cases of elder
financial abuse.
Oregon took a firmer approach when it
passed a similar law last year enforcing fines
for those who fail to report abuse.
The best thing you can do as a senior
or a loved one is to be alert for the signs
mentioned in this article.
For help, please see the list of resources
available in Oregon.
Adult Abuse Prevention and Investigations

Phone: 503-945-5600
Seniors & People with Physical Disabilities Offices

Phone: 541-967-8630
Oregon Department of Justice

Phone: 503-378-4400

The purpose of this article is to inform our readers
about financial planning/life issues. It is not intended,
nor should it be used, as a substitute for specific legal,
accounting, or financial advice. Asadvice in these disciplines may only be given in response to inquiries regarding specific situations from a trained professional.

Ray Sagner is a Certified Financial Planner™ professional with The Legacy Group, Ltd, a fee only Registered
Investment Advisory Firm, in Salem. Ray can be contacted at 503-581-6020, or by email at Ray@
TheLegacyGroup.com You may view the Company’s web site at WWW.TheLegacyGroup.com
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Public Relations Vs. Marketing: Who’s the Boss?
Even among professionals, the difference between
public relations (PR) and
marketing is confusing.
There is an ongoing “discussion” between the two
disciplines as to which is
MARY LOUISE a branch of which (is marketing a tool of public relaVANNATTA
tions or vice versa?). Each
TELLING
YOUR STORY is vying for the penthouse
corner office. How do we
answer the question, which one is the “boss”?
The Public Relations Society of America
(PRSA) defines PR as the following: “ a strategic communication process that builds
mutually beneficial relationships between
organizations and their publics.” The American Marketing Association (AMA) defines
its craft as: “Marketing is the activity, set
of institutions and processes for creating,
communicating, delivering, and exchanging
offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners and society at large.”
Obviously, both national groups spent a lot
of time coming up with those complicated
definitions. The simple explanation is that
PR is about building long-term, favorable
relationships with every stakeholder and
marketing is about promoting and selling
a product or service. Public relations works
to target multiple audiences including staff,
media, stakeholders, etc. Marketing is focused on the needs, wants and expectations

of the customers that help sustain a business.
Marketing cares deeply about the customer
because without sales, no business survives.
A PR professional also cares about public
opinion and public awareness. PR strategies include plans for responding to a crisis and monitoring a developing issue that
could affect an organization’s reputation. A
strong positive image helps carry a company
beyond the ups and downs of sales and the
economy.
In fact, a few of the greatest business people of our time emphasize the importance
of public relations. Richard Branson, the
founder of Virgin Group, said that “a good
PR story is infinitely more important than a
front-page ad.” Microsoft founder, Bill Gates
adds that “if I was down to the last dollar of
my marketing budget, I’d spend it on PR.”
So, between marketing and PR, which is
the most important? Both are necessary, and
both require planning and a long-term strategy for the best outcomes. A marketing emphasis is great if you are already well-known,
have a solid business foundation and are focused on trying to sell a product or service.
If you’re trying to build strong relationships,
have a community presence and develop a
strong reputation, then public relations is
the boss for you.
Mary Louise VanNatta, APR, CAE is the CEO
of VanNatta Public Relations a PR, Consulting
and Event Planning firm in Salem, Oregon. Prsalem.com

TERRI FROHNMAYER

Principal Broker
503.364.7400
terri@firstcommercialoregon.com

JOSH KAY

Broker
503.931.3521
joshua@firstcommercialoregon.com
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SALE
3550 Liberty Road Suite 290 | Salem, OR 97302

350 MILLER ST. SE

1515-1535 LIBERTY ST. SE

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

PROPERTY DESCRIPTION

The Lighthouse, an attractive medical/
professional office building visible along Liberty
St. SE with Miller St. SE bordering the north.
The office building is ADA accessible and is
approximately 8,960 gross SF with 7,950 RSF.
The building consists of two levels with the main
level designed and improved for medical use,
approximately 3,878 SF plus a garage/storage
area of 530 SF. The second level office space is
elevator served consisting of numerous private
offices, large conference room, break area,
storage capacity and restrooms.

The main floor is currently divided into two
suites - a medical suite of approximately 3,923
SF (Suite 1535) and a professional office suite
(Suite 1515) of approximately 3,500 SF.
Interior has been professionally designed and
updated.
The structure is approximately 8,708 SF on two
levels; 1,285 SF in the finished lower level and
accessed from Ste 1515. Nicely designed for
work overflow, work stations and dry storage restroom included.

The first floor is currently leased by Liberty
Spine and Pain Clinic, who occupies 4,408
SF. Call listing office for income and expense
information.

LOCATION OVERVIEW

This location is highly desirable for medical and
professional office users and is centrally positioned in accessing all parts of Salem including
downtown Salem, I-5 and West Salem. Located
near Salem Health and among other medical &
professional service businesses. The property
is also located on Salem's Cherriots transit line.

The nicely appointed second level is 3,542 RSF
and is available for lease or suitable for an
owner/user.
LOCATION DESCRIPTION

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS

Located in desirable area of South Salem, with
convenient access to downtown Salem and
government agencies, Salem Health and other
medical resources such as surgery centers,
imaging centers and laboratories. High traffic
count area with the last ADT count at 28,960
cars per day.

Zoning: CO (Commercial Office)

Lot Size: 0.39 Acres

TERRI FROHNMAYER

503.364.7400
terri@firstcommercialoregon.com

www.firstcommercialoregon.com

• High Traffic Counts on Liberty Street
• High Exposure and Excellent Building
Signage Fronting Liberty Street
• Functional Floor Plan
• 3.24/100 Parking Ratio
(based on main level square footage).

Building Size: 8,960 SF

Zoning: CO (Commercial Office)

TERRI FROHNMAYER

Lot Size: 0.56 Acres

Principal Broker
503.364.7400
terri@firstcommercialoregon.com

JOSH KAY

Building Size: 8,708 SF

Broker
503.931.3521
joshua@firstcommercialoregon.com

www.firstcommercialoregon.com
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MAKE SAVINGS
YOUR BEST FRIEND.
BRING US IN.
Energy Trust of Oregon can provide businesses with cash
incentives to reduce upfront costs and make energy-saving
upgrades more affordable.

+

SAVE ENERGY. BRING US IN.
Visit www.energytrust.org/BringUsIn
or call 1.866.605.1676.
Serving customers of Portland General Electric,
Pacific Power, NW Natural, Cascade Natural Gas
and Avista.
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36

EarthWISE
SUSTAINABILITY LUNCHEON

March 6, 2019 | noon-1pm
Willamette Heritage Center | Spinning Room
Hear from Elaine Blatt about why Materials Matter
Learn from Sustainable Business Leaders
Network with Peers
Celebrate with Green Awards
Enjoy Lunch at this Low-waste Event
Open to the Public | Hosted by Salem Environmental Education
SPONSORS: Marion County EarthWISE, Grand Hotel in Salem
Wildwood/Mahonia, and Nathan Good Architects
for tickets:

salemee.org
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Inspiring Leaders and Non-profits

HARVEY GAILSPIRE
MANAGEMENT

Each month, I feature
local nonprofit leaders
who make an impact.
This week, I visited with
Mark Hoyt, board chair
of the nonprofit, Strategic
Economic Development
Corporation (“SEDCOR”)
in Salem.
Tell us about your nonprofit:

The Strategic Economic Development
Corporation focuses on maintaining
and creating traded section (jobs related
to goods that compete nationally and
internationally) by supporting existing
businesses and recruiting new businesses
to Marion, Polk and Yamhill counties.
SEDCOR directly impacts all aspects of
the community, in that revenues derived
from businesses it supports and recruits
generate revenues that flow to local and
state governments, supporting all types of
programs. It is SEDCOR’s core function
to raise the tide so that all boats in the
community float higher.
How did you get into the role? How did
you find yourself in leadership in the
organization?
I sought a position on SEDCOR’s Board
of Directors and was fortunate enough
to be elected. As I served on the Board of
Directors, I became more aware of the wideranging positive impact SEDCOR has on
our community and the businesses located
here. As my awareness of SEDCOR’s impact
grew, so did my commitment to serving
the organization. Accordingly, I sought a
role on the Executive Committee, which,
together with the President and guidance
from the Board of Directors, oversees the
execution of SEDCOR’s mission. I was
fortunate enough to be elected onto the
Executive Committee and was later elected
to the position of Board Chair.
What experiences best prepared you for
this role?

I draw on both professional and volunteer
experiences in my work with SEDCOR. In
my professional life, I have the opportunity
to see businesses succeed and thrive,
businesses facing challenges make wise
decisions to right their ship, and assist
businesses facing challenges as the result
of past decisions meet and overcome them.
Those experiences, coupled with service as
the former Board Chair for Abiqua School,
former president of the Board for MarionPolk County CASA, and former president of
the Board of Illahe Hills, all helped teach me
important lessons I draw on every day -- the
most important of which is - stay out of the
way of good people, and let them work.
What is difficult about your nonprofit
leadership role? What is easy?
Let’s start with the easy part -- throughout
my tenure at SEDCOR, I have been
blessed with exceptional people. When
I first joined the Board of Directors and
Executive Committee, Chad Freeman was
the president. Chad did an outstanding
job driving SEDCOR’s mission. When
Chad left, we were fortunate enough to be
able to hire Erik Andersson, who brings
a lifetime of experience in economic
development to SEDCOR. Erik has done an
outstanding job, in seamlessly taking over
and advancing SEDCOR’s core mission, of
supporting economic diversity and success
in Marion, Polk and Yamhill counties.
Two constants have been Tami Lundy,
SEDCOR’s Director of Operations/Events
Manager, and Nick Harville, who focuses
on business retention and development.
Recently, SEDCOR’s reach and resulting
ability to impact Marion, Polk, and Yamhill
counties was expanded by the hiring of
Alex Paraskevas and Abisha Stone. All their
efforts are enhanced by Kristine Thomas,
Communications/Marketing
Manager.
Each of these SEDCOR staff members is an
exceptional professional. It is my pleasure
to watch them work and see the impact
they are having. So, 99.9 percent of my job
is to say thank you, and encourage these
impressive professionals to keep it up. The
hard part -- not being able to provide as
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An interview with Mark Hoyt

much time and energy to support them as I
would like. Despite the celebrations at my
office when I leave for SEDCOR events, I
have to check back in occasionally, to make
sure they don’t box up my things and clear
out my office.
What are you looking for in future leaders
in your group?
Curiosity. SEDCOR’s work spans such a
range of activities, from connecting existing
businesses so that they can leverage each
other’s expertise for greater mutual success
to the recruitment of new investment to our
area. To accomplish these goals, SEDCOR
assists in streamlining government
processes, connecting businesses with
programs that will enhance their success,
and supports training and workforce
development. If one is not curious about the
multiple ways in which SEDCOR can assist
a business, one will not fully understand
SEDCOR’s abilities, and the impacts it
has on our communities. A healthy sense
of curiosity is critical to supporting and
furthering SEDCOR’s role.
Is there anything else you would like to
add?
SEDCOR staff takes the time to understand
the businesses it serves in Marion, Polk and
Yamhill counties. SEDCOR regularly makes
meaningful connections by constantly
networking across multiple businesses
in multiple industries that result in
beneficial symbiotic relationships. While
those accomplishments are not widely
publicized, they have a lasting impact on
our community and businesses that are
here thrive. They hire more people at traded
sector wage jobs. While those investments
and the economic development they bring
are important, SEDCOR’s impact is far
more wide-ranging. Revenues flow into
state and local government which in turn

supports state and local programs. SEDCOR
is most often recognized for its role in
attracting new investment to the area.
SEDCOR’s base mission is to enhance the
communities in which it works. The impact
and results SEDCOR helps achieve are not
always apparent, however, we feel and see
the impact of those accomplishments every
day. Seeing SEDCOR's impact makes me
smile.
Mark is a great example of a leader who
combines his professional skills with an
extremely successful nonprofit. Mr. Hoyt
is the managing partner of Sherman, 
Sherman, Johnnie & Hoyt, LLP.
To learn more about SEDCOR visit sedcor.com

Are you a volunteer leader of a nonprofit or
association? If you or someone you know would
like to be featured in my column, email me at
harvey@spiremanagement.com
G. Harvey Gail is president of Spire Management,
an association management, event planning and
consulting firm located in Salem, Oregon. www.
SpireManagement.com , @HarvGail.
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SIMPLY TYPE IN YOUR
BROWSER JLSAPP.COM

• Interactive Map With GPS
• Location Based Search
• MIs/Property Number Search
• Extensive Search Criteria Options
• Road And Satellite Map Views

March 2019

• Comprehensive Property Details w/Photos
• Built In Sharing Tools
• Driving Directions
• Mortgage Calculator

John L. Scott Real Estate
Salem Office - 503-585-0100

salemoffice.johnlscott.com
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The Cap-and-Trade Debate
The Oregon Legislature’s Joint Committee
on Carbon Reduction
apparently has just one
key task to accomplish
in 2019—to create a
cap-and-trade program.
Everyone should resist
ANTHONY K.
calling any legislation
SMITH
emanating from the comOREGON
mittee a “signature acSTATE
complishment,” however.
DIRECTOR
The only signature of
NFIB
cap-and-trade would be
on the death warrants of thousands of Oregon jobs.
The basics of cap-and-trade work like this:
the state adopts of a cap on greenhouse gas
emissions and establishes a carbon market
to generate revenues for clean energy eco-

ress on reducing greenhouse gas emissions
-- and the microscopic impact on global
climate change that we have control over -why are Oregon politicians back for more,
proposing a cap-and-trade law? And why
cap-and-trade as the mechanism when its
track record for reducing emissions is abysmal?
Advocates for the program like to talk
about Oregon becoming a model for the rest
of the country and the world to follow—if
only we could pass this bill. But why haven’t
any other states followed California’s lead
and created an economy-wide, cap-andtrade program? Certainly, there have to be
more eyes on California (the world’s fifth
largest economy) than Oregon.
The answer is obvious—it’s all about the
money. For California, it’s meant billions
in revenue to be spent on projects like their

The costs of cap-and-trade cannot be avoided. They
will happen and happen in a huge way, especially for
the average person and every small-business owner.
nomic development in an attempt to further
reduce Oregon’s miniscule carbon footprint.
Previous versions of the bill were estimated
to raise $700 million per year.
Let’s start the debate on cap-and-trade
with good news.
“Clean Air Act programs have lowered
levels of six common pollutants -- particles,
ozone, lead, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide -- as well as numerous toxic pollutants,” reports the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
“From 1970 to 2017, aggregate national
emissions of the six common pollutants
alone dropped an average of 73 percent
while gross domestic product grew by 324
percent. This progress reflects efforts by
state, local and tribal governments; EPA;
private sector companies; environmental
groups and others.”
In short, we’re all in this together and together we’ve been succeeding in cleaning
our skies.
In recent years Oregon passed a Low Carbon Fuels Standard, which requires lower
carbon fuel sources, like ethanol, to be
blended into gasoline and diesel. The state
also adopted a new, more aggressive Renewable Portfolio Standard, requiring that
50 percent of the electricity Oregonians use
come from renewable resources by 2040.
And the result of all this federal and state
work?
Today, Oregon accounts for less than 1
percent of U.S. emissions and approximately one-tenth of 1 percent of total global
emissions. Our state has done its part to
drastically reduce its carbon footprint.
Given Oregon’s already impressive prog-

controversial high-speed-rail project. How
could Oregon possibly resist this temptation?
The costs of cap-and-trade cannot be
avoided. They will happen and happen in a
huge way, especially for the average person
and every small-business owner. It’s vital
for everyone to remember that cap-andtrade is not just about big businesses buying
and selling carbon credits with one another.
It’s also about higher energy costs all of us
will have to pay. And whatever the cost to
the average Oregonian, the cost for smallbusiness families will be even more painful,
since many would see energy cost increases
on both their household and business budgets.
Small-business owners depend on energy
supplies at globally competitive prices to
operate and effectively run their businesses.
Their biggest costs are operating vehicles,
followed by heating and cooling, followed
by operating equipment—all of which would
rise under a cap-and-trade.
The ripple effect this will have on hiring,
layoffs, customer service, just to name a
few, doesn’t need to be imagined. And for
what? So a few politicians can capitalize
on a vogue issue promoted by a few cause
groups with little practical stake in our system.
If the goal is to drive large businesses out
of Oregon, hinder small-business growth,
and inconvenience everyone who drives a
car or heats a home, cap-and-trade is the
vehicle. As for cleaner skies, that’s already
happening without cap-and-trade.
Anthony K. Smith is Oregon state director for
NFIB
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NEW SALEM LOCATION

Chemeketa Named as
Finalist in National Award

(SALEM, Ore.) — The American
Association of Community Colleges (AACC)
announced finalists for its 2019 Awards of
Excellence, which recognizes exceptional
work among the nation’s two-year colleges.
Chemeketa was chosen as a finalist for
the Exemplary CEO/Board Award. The
award recognizes a community college
whose CEO/Board of Trustees collaboration
and working relationship are exemplary
in promoting effectiveness in community
college governance.
“The dedication of the Board and their
commitment to professional development,
regional and national advocacy, strong
partnerships, service to their communities
and the workforce and their belief that
all students deserve a quality education
make them unique, shared Chemeketa

NOW OPEN!
SHOWROOM

We specialize in affordable, highend European vehicles to suit every
lifestyle here in the Northwest and
across the country. We pride ourselves in having the best car selection
kept in the protection of a boutique
like indoor showroom. When you’re
ready to buy, our finance team is
there to find you the best financing
solution to fit your needs. We make
the sales process quick, easy and
pressure free so you can drive away
confident.

SERVICE

Freeman Service Center has a team
of dedicated Advisors and certified
technicians to take care of your vehicle. Our technicians specialize in
European mechanical repair but are
skilled to work on any make and
model. Use of the latest diagnostic
equipment, tools and information
systems allow us to efficiently and accurately work on today’s sophisticated
vehicles, keeping you and your family
safe on the road.

AUTOSPA

Our AutoSpa offers the best cosmetic
reconditioning and detailing services
in Salem. We believe proper care of
your vehicle is integral to protecting
your investment, and are committed
to keeping your car looking great
throughout the lifetime of ownership.

3784 Portland Road NE
SHOWROOM 503-485-0007 | SERVICE & AUTOSPA 503-485-0303

WWW.FREEMANMOTOR.COM
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President,
Julie
Huckestein.
Board
members consistently demonstrate a strong
commitment to student success through
their daily actions, monthly board meetings
and the annual budget process.”
Winners will be announced in April.
For more than 40 years, Chemeketa
Community College has committed itself to
transforming lives and our community through
exceptional learning experiences in the MidWillamette Valley. As the second multi-campus
district in Oregon, Chemeketa serves 50,000
students annually at its Salem and Yamhill
Valley campuses, as well as Brooks, Eola,
Winema, Dallas, Woodburn and Chemeketa
Center for Business and Industry (CCBI).
Chemeketa Community College is an equal
opportunity/affirmative action employer and
educational institution.
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Hilarious Multi- Tony Award Winning Avenue Q to Open ‘Season of Self -Acceptance’ at Enlightened Theatrics
Enlightened Theatrics 2019 Season opens
with the Tony Award winning Best Musical
and smash hit comedy Avenue Q! This
delightful, laugh-out loud show starring
puppets and humans explores what happens
when “Sesame Street meets South Park”,
and dares to ask the question, “What do
you do with a B.A. in English?”. If you
happen to be someone who has ever looked
for an apartment, a job, true love, or your
own personal identity - Avenue Q is sure to
strike a chord! This adult -only, politically
incorrect, part felt, part flesh show utilizes
clever writing and catchy songs to highlight
the many complex issues we face as a society,
all while keeping you laughing from start to
finish!
Brian Burger, who was last seen in A
Tuna Christmas, returns to the Enlightened

Theatrics stage for the third time, as Trekkie
Monster/Nicky/Bad Idea Bear. Jessica
Peterson, who was graced our stage last
season as the Green Girl in SHOUT! The
Mod Musical will be channeling the one
and only Gary Coleman, full of spunk, sass,
and soulful singing. Our main protagonists,
Princeton and Kate Monster, will be played
by Brenden Murray and Hillary Hoover,
respectively both new to our stage . Rounding
out the ensemble cast is Sam Munger as
Brian, Jillyn Chang as Christmas Eve, and
Jade Tate as another Bad Idea Bear and Mrs.
Thistletwat.
Enlightened Theatrics’ production of
Avenue Q will be helmed by Founding Artistic
Director and Salem native, Vincenzo Meduri.
The world of Avenue Q will be brought to life
by a production team consisting of Amanda

VanderHyde (Stage Manager), Rachel Steck
(Lighting Design), Nate Peter son (Scenic
Design), Allison Johnson (Props Design),
Alana Wight (Costume Design), Preston
Oliver (Sound Design) and Nisa Windsong
(Choreography). The live 5 -piece band will
be led under Music Director Justin Canfield.
Featuring music and lyrics by Robert
Lopez and Jeff Marx, book by Oregonnative Jeff Whitty, and based on an original
concept by Robert Lopez and Jeff Marx,
this bold and upbeat musical for the notso-faint-of-heart tackles tough subjects like
racism, unemployment, homosexuality,
homelessness, love, and lust through catchy
tunes, larger than life characters, and the
trials and tribulations both puppet and
human alike. Join Princeton, Gary Coleman
(yes, that one!), Christmas Eve, and the rest

of the gang as they navigate life on Avenue Q
and valiantly seek jobs, dates, and their ever
-elusive purpose in life. This production has
adult situations and may be inappropriate
for children under 17.
Avenue Q opens Friday, March 22nd
and runs through Sunday, April 14th.
Performances are Wednesday through
Saturday at 7:30 pm and Sundays at 2:30 pm.
Preview performances occur Wednesday,
March 20th and Thursday, March 21st
for $10. Tickets may be purchased online
anytime at www.EnlightenedTheatrics.
org, by calling 503.585.3427 or in person at
187 High Street NE Suite 211 in downtown
Salem. Box office hours are noon to 6 PM
Wednesday through Friday and one hour
prior to every performance at the theatre
window.
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Oregon's Office of Small Business
Advocacy Releases 2018 Annual Report
(SALEM, Ore.) — Today, the Secretary
of State Small Business Advocacy Team
released their fifth Annual Report. The report
provides high-level data regarding concerns
and questions raised by businesses and
nonprofits about state and local government
throughout the 2018 calendar year.
The Small Business Advocates are housed
in the Office of Small Business Assistance,
part of the Corporations Division of the
Office of Secretary of State. Created by the
Legislature in 2013 and opened in 2014, the
office and its Advocacy Team work toward
solutions and finding answers for businesses
and nonprofits with zero to 100 employees.
“Small businesses are the lifeblood of
Oregon’s economy, and we here at the
Secretary of State’s office want to do all we
can to ensure their success,” said Secretary
of State Dennis Richardson. “The Small
Business Advocacy Team is one of the
most valuable assets the state provides
to help small businesses navigate the red
tape of starting and maintaining a thriving
business.”
Oregon is one of just a handful of states that
provides this free, confidential service to the
business community. In addition to dealing
with concerns of business owners, the
Advocates also assist aspiring entrepreneurs
as they start their first business, working in
concert with existing technical assistance
and capital resources throughout the state.
“It’s incredibly rewarding to work across
industry sectors and regulatory silos to solve
problems and find answers for business,”

Secretary of State, Dennis Richardson

said Small Business Advocate and Agency
Tribal Liaison Ruth Miles. “We’re excited to
share with everyone the results of a year’s
worth of hard work and the trends and data
gathered over the first five years of the team’s
existence.”
The 2018 report can be found online at
https://sos.oregon.gov/business/Pages/
osba-annual-report.aspx along with copies
of previous years’ annual reports.
To request assistance from the Small
Business Advocacy Team, go to: http://
sos.oregon.gov/BusinessSOS, call toll-free
1-844-469-5512, or email Business.SOS@
oregon.gov.
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SEIU 503 Membership Decline
Among the Nation’s Largest
(SALEM, Ore.) — SEIU 503, Oregon’s
largest labor union, has suffered one of the
nation’s most dramatic membership declines
since the U.S. Supreme Court landmark
ruling last summer in Janus v. AFSCME.
In the wake of Janus, which eliminated
mandatory union dues or fees for
government employees, the Freedom
Foundation originally reported SEIU 503
had lost 21 percent of its members. In fact,
a more recent information request finds the
actual loss is 26 percent.
Freedom Foundation Oregon Director
Aaron Withe said even he was surprised
by the defection rate. In an interview with
Oregon Public Broadcasting, Withe said he
anticipated union losses would reach 20 to
30 percent in the first year.
Instead, it’s taken only six months.
The state’s official numbers debunk the
claims of the SEIU 503 Executive Director
Melissa Unger, who actually boasted a 2.2
percent increase.
Both SEIU’s LM-2 report and the numbers
from the state expose her lies.
Much of the decline can be attributed to the
Freedom Foundation’s aggressive outreach
efforts to public employees across Oregon
represented by SEIU 503.
“It’s one thing to have the law on your side,”
Withe said. “It’s something else to have to
the union respect it.”
Following the Janus decision, SEIU 503
and other public-employee unions hatched
a variety of schemes to avoid compliance.
At first, they simply pretended it never

happened and refused to notify the workers
of their newly affirmed rights.
Later, as workers began to discover the
truth, the unions either lied to them, resisted
their opt-out requests or tricked them into
signing membership renewals that claimed
to be irrevocable.
In response, the Freedom Foundation
launched a full-scale outreach campaign
to public-sector employees in Oregon,
Washington and California to inform them
of their workplace rights.
The newly disclosed numbers show which
side has the more compelling case.
“The unions did everything they could to
prevent the Janus ruling from happening,”
Withe said.
“When the court ignored them and issued
the ruling anyway, they tried to invalidate it.
Finally, when all else failed, they resorted to
denial.
“None of it worked.”
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WEST SALEM BEAUTY!

Great room floor plan! Spacious with high ceilings. 4 bdrm, 2
bath, 2281 sq. ft. home on .14 acre lot. 4 th bdrm would be ideal
den. Kitchen & both baths have slab granite. Cvrd patio with open
space behind fenced backyard. $382,500 (742698)

PERFECT FOR A FIRST TIME HOMEBUYER!

South Salem 3 bdrm, 2 bath, 1457 sq.ft. home on .14 acre lot
. Open family room, kitchen & eating area. Kitchen has white
cupboards & updated countertops. Vaulted ceilngs. Freshly
painted interior. Updated gas furnace. $285,000 (744427)

DESIRABLE SUBLIMITY NEIGHBORHOOD!

Quiet deadend street with no thru traffic. 3 bdrms, 2 baths, 2000
sq. ft. home on large .36 acre lot. Kitchen updated 2017. 32x22
shop w/roll-up dr & 220 wiring. 12x12 attached shed. Inside/
outside dog kennel. Fruit trees & berries. $389,500 (744491)
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Your workplace says a lot about your business.
Let us help you find the perfect location.

ALEX RHOTEN
Principal Broker

MOUNTAIN WEST REAL ESTATE

(503) 587-4777
CBCRE.com

Coldwell Banker Commercial and the Coldwell Banker Commercial logo are registered service marks licensed to Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC. Each office is independently owned and operated.

P ark F ront
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CALL TODAY TO SEE OUR DIFFERENCE

J ackson ’ s M ilwaukie
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Local Author To Release Second Novel
Salem, Oregon’s Derek E. Keeling will release novel that’s loosely based on a failed survival trip to Hawaii.

What was lost has been found
For Damon, his grand adventure is being
alone on an island. His plan was simple:
fly to a deserted island for a month, hone
his survival skills, and return home.
Unfortunately, on the way, his plane crashes
and leaves him alone on an island with no
chance of help or rescue. Damon must use
his skills to survive, but something watching
him from the jungle’s edge seems to enjoy his
failures. Damon's fight for survival doesn't
come easy in this action-packed adventure
that will leave you breathless. With twists
and turns that will keep you guessing, take
a trip with Damon to a ruthless place where
life struggles to survive and eyes stalk your
every move. Will Damon adapt? Or will the
unknown entity in the jungle become his
biggest threat?
Author Derek E. Keeling’s upcoming novel,
Nomad’s Island, is loosely based on a trip the
author took to Hawaii in 2007. Keeling’s goal
was to live in the jungle, survive off the land,
and hunt wild boars. Unfortunately, the trip
ended due to extenuating factors. Keeling’s
novel is based on the idea of someone
wanting to survive alone in a controlled
environment, only to be forced to survive
without a safety net. The novel takes a sharp
turn when the main character learns that
he’s not alone.

Nomad’s Island has action, adventure,
mystery, suspense, horror, and even roma
nce. Keeling’s novel will keep readers palms
sweating as they uncover the truth about
Nomad’s Island. Sometimes, however, the
truth can be difficult to accept. Nomad’s
Island will be released on March 2, 2019.
“I’m very proud of how this story turned
out. Unfortunately for the reader, they’ll
never expect the way this one unfolds . Just
when they think they have it figured out, the
knife will twist a little deeper in their mind.”
– Derek E. Keeling .

Derek E. Keeling is an award - winning
journalist, author, co ntent writer, and social
media coordinator. He began his love of writing
as a young teen and it has since flourished into
a profound passion. His work has been featured
in numerous publications, including books,
magazines, newspapers, blogs, websites, and
more. In his free time he enjoys spending time
with his beautiful wife and daughter.

Your Family Deserves the Best!
NORTHWEST

Mild climate, open spaces and
abundant natural resources
make the Northwest an
ideal location for raising
the finest cattle.

Double R Ranch beef is
hand selected to include only
USDA Choice Grade and higher
levels of marbling.

RANCH to TABLE

Hailing from the bountiful Pacific Northwest, Double R Ranch is widely
recognized for superior beef. They are committed to working with the region’s
most reputable ranchers who use the best practices to make certain their cattle
are well cared for and all of their beef is robust, juicy and tender.
Available at your local Roth’s Fresh Markets.

Always Fresh, Fast and Friendly

